
   
 

2014-2019 KTM 1290 SDR Ultimate Stealth License Plate Bracket (V3) 
Illustrated Installation Instructions 

 

 

     

     

5) You will use this sub-harness with your new setup.  Connect it back to the 4-pin connector which was disconnected in 
step 3.  It will be kept inside of the tail section of the motorcycle. 

6) If you are going to use the OEM turn signals on the plate bracket, remove them from the OEM fender assembly at this 
time. 

1) Secure the motorcycle and prepare to remove the 
OEM fender assembly. 

2) Remove the 4 bolts under the passenger seat 
which fasten the OEM fender assembly to the 

 

3) Disconnect the harness which feeds the OEM 
fender assembly by depressing the tab, and then 
pull the connector through the rubber grommet. 

4) Disassemble the OEM fender assembly and 
extract the sub-harness which branches off from the 
4-pin connector into a left-turn, right-turn and 
license plate light connector. 



7) You may want to attach the license plate to the plate bracket at this time based on your plate mounting hardware. 

 

     

     

 

12) Connect the turn signals and license plate light to the sub-harness that was relocated into the tail section. 

 

Thank you for choosing Custom LED, and supporting USA manufacturing.  Please help spread the word!  You can share Video of this 
product in action on YouTube, and share your pre and post-install pictures on Instagram.  Be sure to tag us @Custom_LED_LLC in the 
pictures so they will appear on our website Instagram feed! 

 

8) If desired, attach turn signals to the plate bracket 
using the appropriate holes. NOTE: The OEM turn 
signals have an alignment pin which will match a 
relief notch on the plate bracket (V2 plate bracket 
shown). 

10) Slide the plate bracket into the lower two slots 
(closest to the shock-absorber/tire).  Be sure no 
wires are pinched or impinged by the plate bracket. 

11) Tighten the plate bracket by reinstalling two of 
the bolts removed in step 2, into the lower holes. 

OEM signal hole 

Aftermarket signal hole 

9) Pass the connectors/wires from the plate bracket 
through the grommet and into the undertail. 

If you need bolts: KTM OEM P/N: 83008100015 


